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Abstract

It is becoming more and more important to study methods for protecting sensitive data in computer and communication systems from unauthorized access, use, modification, destruction or deletion. Sensitive data include intellectual properties, payment information, personal files, personal credit card and other information depending on the business and the industry. Therefore, data leakage is considered an emerging security threat to organizations and companies. In this paper we present a static analysis method for information flow analysis in Java bytecode with exceptions. Exceptions are special events that break the normal execution flow. They can be used as a device to leak high security data since exception throwing can be accurately driven. The proposed analysis is capable of tracing information flow caused by exceptions by identifying instruction handler protected instructions as virtual control instructions. A malicious Java applet that clones the user secret PIN through exceptions is shown.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

Data leakage is defined as the accidental or unintentional distribution of private or sensitive data to unauthorized entity [17]. Sensitive data include intellectual properties, payment information, personal files, personal credit card and other information depending on the business and the industry. Facing the challenges of data leakage requires complex and novel solutions.

Java applets downloaded from the Internet are handled by the Java Security Manager that assigns access privileges to their code and provides a customizable sandbox in which the Java bytecode runs. Nevertheless, the access-control mechanism does not protect data confidentiality, since accessed data could be unauthorizedly revealed by malicious applets to other applets that are not allowed to access the data. On the other hand, the control of data propagation entails studying the flow of information in the program [7]. For example, if data, besides having access rights, are also characterized by security levels reflecting their privacy level, to check data leakage, we need to verify that data with high security level are not transferred into lower security levels structures, since they could be read by low security observers.

This paper is an extension of the works [3], and checks data leakage in Java applets caused by exceptions by using the same approach. Exceptions are special events that break the normal execution flow. They can be used as a device to leak high security data since exception throwing can be accurately driven. The method is based on information flow analysis and abstract interpretation of the bytecode. Information flow analysis is considered one of the main techniques for studying security in computer systems. In particular, information flow properties are a particular class of security properties which aim at controlling the way information may flow among different entities. Assuming the security constraints to be known, the approach maps data confidentiality within a multi-level security model, where
private data are mapped to high security level and public data are mapped to low security level. Programs are then executed on security levels instead of real data. Programs are analyzed on a per-method basis with an iterative data-flow approach, and reaches a fix-point when a structure, called the security context, agrees for all methods. The security context contains information about the security levels by which each method has been verified and it is at the basis of the assume-guarantee principle used by the static analysis. The analysis is capable of tracing information flow caused by exceptions by identifying instruction handler protected instructions as virtual control instructions. Since the bytecode is unstructured, the region of influence of each protected instruction is computed by analysing the control flow graph of each method. A malicious Java applet that clones the user secret PIN through the exception mechanism has been considered as a proof of concept of our methodology. Although our study is a preliminary work, the results seem promising and a performance evaluation, larger discussions and greater experimentations are still in progress.

Several approaches have been developed for data leakage using information flow analysis. In [8] a dynamic mechanism for securing script executions by tracking information flow in JavaScript and its APIs is presented. In [10] JOANA is presented, which comes as an add-on for the Eclipse IDE. It is object, flow and context-sensitive as well and is used for analyzing Java bytecode for noninterference and information flow control. It can also detect leaks that result from the interleaving of different threads. However, JOANA requires annotations to be present in the code during development. In [11] the authors use Program Dependence Graphs (PDGs) for representing the flows of information found in Java bytecode and use a custom PDG query language to allow users to express their own application-specific security policies, without interfering with the development of the program. Many applications of information flow analysis have been proposed also for Android Applications. SCanDal [13], a sound and automatic static analyzer, exploits abstract interpretation to detect privacy leaks in Android apps. IccTA [14] uses a static taint analysis technique to find privacy leaks, i.e., paths from sensitive data, called sources, to statements sending the data outside the application or device, called sinks. A path may be within a single component or cross multiple components. IccTA relies on Epicc [16] and FlowDroid [1] to find data leaks between components of Android applications. They can both detect intra- and inter-component leaks within a single application or between multiple applications.

Our approach is based on abstract interpretation of the operational semantics, therefore the analysis can be fully automated. Moreover, the approach is modular, and it has been applied for checking leakages between packages in Java cards real applications [2], and to analyse data secure flow in Autosar security annotated models for automotive applications [6].

2 Exception handling in the Java language

Exceptions are special events used for signaling errors during the execution of a program. The rising of an exception is referred as throwing. Every time an exception is thrown, the Java runtime system breaks the standard execution flow of the program and calls the handler that catches and manages the exception. The correct handler for a given exception type can be found searching backwards through the call stack of the method: if no appropriate handler is found the program terminates.

Exceptions can be explicitly thrown by a program with the throw statement or they can automatically be thrown by the Java Virtual Machine whenever it detects an abnormal execution condition of a program (i.e., a Java programming language constraint violation) [9]. The exception type is specified by passing an object to the Java runtime system: it is an instance of the throwable class and it contains information about the program state and the kind of error occurred.

In the high level Java programming language exceptions are described with try-catch blocks: try blocks contain protected instructions, i.e., instructions whose exceptions are handled by the method, while catch blocks contain the body of implemented handlers. Instructions can be protected by more
than one handler since any try block can be followed by many catch blocks, one for each possible thrown exception.

From a low-level point of view the bytecode contains the body of implemented handlers and an exception table which contains their descriptors. For each handler, the descriptors specify the type of the handled exception and the fragment of protected code. The handlers code is usually not directly targeted by any instruction of the method: the standard Java compiler follows this behavior.

### 2.1 Exception Types

In the Java platform the Throwable class is the superclass of all errors and exceptions (see Figure 1).

Java exceptions can be grouped into two categories: checked and unchecked. Checked exceptions represent error conditions that can be foreseen by the programmers. Code fragments containing this kind of exceptions must declare them and must have an appropriate handler: the Java compiler enforces these constraints. On the other hand, the unchecked exceptions are linked to conditions that should never happen during the execution of well-written programs (i.e., the access of array elements out of the array bounds) or to severe Virtual Machine errors (i.e., out of memory or stack overflow). They can be handled by exception handlers although it is not required and there is no compile-time checking. The Java programming language allows programmers to declare user-defined exceptions, of both checked and unchecked type.

### 3 The method

Data leakage is directly connected to the violation of the secure information flow in programs. Given a program $P$, in which each variable is assigned a security level, $P$ has a secure information flow if, when $P$ terminates, the value of each variable with low security level does not depend on the initial value of variables with high level. Let us suppose that variable $x$ has a security level higher than the one assigned to variable $y$: examples of violation of secure information flow in high level languages are (i) $y=x$ and (ii) if $(x=0)$ \{ $y=1$; \} else \{ $y=0$; \}. In the first case there is an explicit information flow from $x$ to $y$, while in the second case there is an implicit information flow. In both cases the final value of $y$ reveals information on the value of the higher security variable $x$.

The proposed method checks for the secure information flow property in the Java platform by statically analysing the applet bytecode before its real execution within a multi-level security model. The
security model assigns to any applet input/output channel a security level. The files containing private information will be characterized by high security levels, while the public files will be characterized by low security levels. We split files into two disjoint sets of high and low security files. The secure information flow property determines whether highly secure (private) data are kept secret.

**Definition 1.** Given a security policy and a terminating application, the application satisfies the secure information flow property if the contents of every low security output file do not depend on the contents of the high security input files.

This property is also called *non-interference* in the literature. The analysis is based on the abstract interpretation approach proposed in [3], that has been proved to capture all the illegal flows of data. A notion of non-interference for real-time systems specified by timed automata has been also introduced in [4].

We trace data propagation in a Java applet by checking its methods, one by one, with a bytecode data-flow analysis on the domain of security levels. The information flow inside a method is propagated by inferring the security level of each Virtual Machine register (stack locations and local variables). The analysis directly catches the *explicit* information flow by observing the security level of instruction operands during the abstract execution of the code. The *implicit* information flow, instead, is propagated and caught by computing control regions [12]: each bytecode instruction is being verified under a *security environment* that takes into account the security level of all the control conditions an instruction is affected by. Data propagation caused by any method invocation and the access to common data structures in the heap is studied by executing each method inside a *security context*; the security context sets the security levels of object fields in the heap and the security level of input/output and return parameters of each method. The secure information flow analysis corresponds to an iterative verification of all methods within a common security context: it stops when a fix-point is reached.

Example of secure information flow violation are shown below. The bytecode fragment in the Listing 1 shows an explicit flow from $x$ to $y$. In the bytecode, $x$ is the register 1, while $y$ is the register 2, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>i load _1</td>
<td>// load x on the stack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>i store _2</td>
<td>// store the top of the stack onto y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Listing 1: Explicit flow**

The bytecode in Listing 2 shows an *implicit* flow from $x$ to $y$. The final value of $y$ is equal to 0 or 1 depending on the value of $x$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>i load _1</td>
<td>// load x on the stack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:</td>
<td>i f n e 15</td>
<td>// jump if not equal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:</td>
<td>i const _1</td>
<td>// load 1 on the stack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:</td>
<td>i store _2</td>
<td>// store the top of the stack onto y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:</td>
<td>go to 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:</td>
<td>i const _0</td>
<td>// load 0 on the stack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:</td>
<td>i store _2</td>
<td>// store the top of the stack onto y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Listing 2: Implicit flow**

We use the control flow graph and the notion of control region for modeling implicit information flows. Given a control instruction $i$, the control region of $i$ is the set of instructions that can be executed conditionally according to $i$. For example, the control region of an *if* is the set of instructions in the two branches of the *if*, until the point at which the two branches join. In the analysis, the level of the implicit flow affecting an instruction is represented by the *security environment*.

Let us consider the control flow graph of the bytecode in Listing 2, shown in Figure 2 (b). Since the condition of the *if* at address 7 is $H$ ($x$ is a high variable), and the control region of 7 is {10,11,12,15,16}, both *i const* instructions are executed in a high security environment. Therefore
4 Information leakage with the exception mechanism

The Java code of a simple example with exceptions is shown in Listing 3 and the corresponding Java bytecode is shown in Listing 4.

```java
import java.io.IOException;
public class Hello {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        
        public void stampa(String s){
            System.out.println("Outside");
        
        try { System.out.println("Inside try");
        catch (ArithmeticException e) {System.out.println("Print catch");
        }
        System.out.println("Print ...");
        }
    }
}
```

Listing 3: Simple Java Example
import java.io.IOException;

public class PinCloner {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
    }

    public void PinCloner() {
        int p;
    }
}

The easychair Class File

public class Hello {
    public Hello() {
        Code:
        0: aload_0
        1: invokespecial #1 //Method java/lang/Object."<init>"():V
        4: return
    }

    public static void main(java.lang.String[]) {
        Code:
        0: return
    }

    public void stampa(java.lang.String) {
        Code:
        0: getstatic #2 //Field java/lang/System.out:Ljava/io/PrintStream;
        3: ldc #3 //String Outside
        5: invokevirtual #4 //Method java/io/PrintStream.println:(Ljava/lang/String;)V
        8: getstatic #2 //Field java/lang/System.out:Ljava/io/PrintStream;
        11: ldc #5 //String Inside try
        13: invokevirtual #4 //Method java/io/PrintStream.println:(Ljava/lang/String;)V
        16: goto 28
        19: astore_2
        20: getstatic #2 //Field java/lang/System.out:Ljava/io/PrintStream;
        23: ldc #7 //String Print catch
        25: invokevirtual #4 //Method java/io/PrintStream.println:(Ljava/lang/String;)V
        28: getstatic #2 //Field java/lang/System.out:Ljava/io/PrintStream;
        31: ldc #8 //String Print ...
        33: invokevirtual #4 //Method java/io/PrintStream.println:(Ljava/lang/String;)V
        36: return
    }
}

Listing 4: Simple Java Bytdecode Example

From the exception table, as shown in the bottom of Listing 4, we derive that instructions from 8 to 16 are executed in a protected way. Moreover, 19 is the first instruction of the exception handler. Instruction 8 is protected and it may throw an exception, that can be captured by an exception handler (executing the code at 19).

Assume that a protected instruction is a control instruction that throws an exception depending on an high condition. The handler of the exception must be executed under a security environment that is high. The execution of the exception handler that captures the exception may reveal information on the value of the high condition, thus causing a leakage of information.

From this point of view, the handlers body can be thought as particular extensions of the methods code. An extended control flow graph can be defined as the graph obtained from the method graph augmented with edges starting from protected instructions to the first instruction of the protecting handlers.

Figure 3 shows the extended control flow graph of the bytecode shown in Listing 4.
Under this point of view, the bytecode instructions act like virtual control instructions if they are contained in a section protected by handlers. This is due to the protected instructions run-time behavior: they can jump to their standard successors or to the starting of their exception handlers.

Notice that the exception handlers of a method can be exhaustively identified by inspecting the handler descriptor table of the method; moreover their code must be abstractly executed after all protected instructions since any execution flow has to be considered.

The region of influence of the protected instructions is computed on the extended control flow graph, highlighted by a box in Figure 3. Since the throw instruction in a method is similar to a return statement, the exceptions can be used as a vehicle to deliver information (on occurred errors) between methods. As well as for the return value of methods, the security context must contain identifiers for all the possible thrown exceptions of each method.

**Listing 5: PinCloner Java code**

```java
for (....) { // reads a char from PIN_FILE and store it in p:
    ....
    if (p == 0) { throw new ArithmeticException(); }
    else { throw new NullPointerException(); }
}
catch (ArithmeticException e) { // write 0 in Clone_File
    ....
}
catch (NullPointerException e) { // write 1 in Clone_File
    ....
}
```

**Figure 3: Extended control flow graph of the bytecode in 4**
The \textit{PINCloner} malicious applet

Let us consider the \textit{PINcloner} applet, where \texttt{Pin\_file} and \texttt{Clone\_file} are the input and the output files, respectively. \texttt{Pin\_file} is a private file containing a secret PIN (a sequence of 0/1 characters, for simplicity). Let us suppose that the \textit{PINcloner} application can read from the private file. The applet clones the user secret PIN with the exception mechanism. After every character has read, it will be written in a the public file by the handler of the exception.

In particular, the \textit{PINCloner} application clones the characters of the \texttt{Pin\_file} by throwing different kind of exceptions depending on the value read (\texttt{NullPointerException} and \texttt{ArithmeticException}). The exceptions are thrown directly with a \texttt{throw} statement. A fragment of the source code is shown in Listing 5 and the bytecode in Listing 6.

```
Compiled from "PinCloner.java"
public class PinCloner {
    public PinCloner();
        Code:
        0: aload_0
        1: invokespecial #1 // Method java/lang/Object."<init>":()V
        4: return

    public static void main(java.lang.String[]);
        Code:
        0: return

    public void PinCloner();
        Code:
        0: iconst_1
        1: istore_1
        2: iload_1
        3: ifne     14 // class java/lang/ArithmeticException
        6: new     #2 // class java/lang/ArithmeticException
        9: dup
        10: invokespecial #3 // Method java/lang/ArithmeticException."<init>":()V
        13: athrow
        14: new     #4 // class java/lang/NullPointerException
        17: dup
        18: invokespecial #5 // Method java/lang/NullPointerException."<init>":()V
        21: athrow
        22: ....... // write 1 in Clone_file
        25: goto     43 // write 1 in Clone_file
        31: goto     34
        34: .......

    Exception table:
    from to target type
    0 22 22 Class java/lang/ArithmeticException
    0 22 34 Class java/lang/NullPointerException
}
```

Listing 6: PinCloner Java Bytecode

The Exception table, at the bottom of Listing 6, shows that the instructions from 0 to 22 are protected by two exception handles starting at instruction 22 and instruction 34, respectively.

Instruction 3 is an \texttt{if} with four successors: the natural successors, plus the two entry points of the exception handlers. The control region of 3 includes the instructions of the exception handlers, and consequently these instructions are executed in a security environment given by the condition of the \texttt{ifne}. Since the condition depends on the 0/1 value of PIN character read from a high security file, the
The handler of the exception, write such value into the low security Clone_file file. The application violates the secure information flow because high security data are written on a public file and our methodology successfully detects this data leakage.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper a static information flow based method for data leakage detection has been presented. The method applies to Java bytecode with exceptions. Exception are special events that break the normal execution flow. They can be used as a device to leak high security data since exception throwing can be accurately driven. The proposed analysis is capable of tracing information flow caused by exceptions by identifying instruction handler protected instructions as virtual control instructions. A malicious Java program that clones the user secret PIN through exception has been analysed, with encouraging results. The approach scales up because methods are analysed one at a time until the fixpoint is reached. The main drawback of the approach is that not all secure programs are accepted because of the approximation of the abstract interpretation approach. For example, when the same method is invoked at different points, it is verified under the highest security level for parameters and returns. This causes the detection of false illegal flows. As future work, we plan to extend our methodology for Android applications. The idea is to extract the class files of an Android application, using, for example, dex2jar\(^1\) tool in order to convert the dex (i.e., the Dalvik Executable) file into jar (i.e., Java Archive) file. Using the dex2jar tool, we obtain the Android application in a compressed format. To extract the classes from the jar file, we can use the command: \texttt{jar \(-xvf\)} provided by the Java Development Kit. The outputs of this package are the classes relative to the the Android application and our methodology is directly applicable [15, 5].

\[^{1}\text{https://sourceforge.net/projects/dex2jar/}\]
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